Use this map to sharpen your senses and get ready to encounter Write In Water...

SENSORY MAP

Writ in Water is a Trust New Art commission by Turner Prize Winner Mark Wallinger and Studio Octopi. It reflects upon the founding principles of democracy, through a meeting of water, sky and light.

1. LISTEN
Close your eyes, open your ears and stand still for a while - what can you hear? Note it all down on the tag.

2. SMELL
Take a long, deep breath (and another one, for luck!) What can you smell?

3. VIEW
Look out for these creatures along your journey. Circle any that you see...

4. TOUCH
Go up to the artwork and place your hand along the wall. What does it feel like?

RUNNYMEDE
Based on the Anglo-Saxon words for runeg (regular meeting) meade (meadow), this picturesque open landscape was witness to King John’s historic sealing of the Magna Carta in 1215.
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